
Christmas Candle 
Directions and Design by Sandy Hancock 

www.sandystamper.com 
Supplies: 
Set:  131805  Joyful Christmas 
Card Stock:  #119685  Cherry Cobbler; #102584 Garden Green; 
Ink:  #132141  Gold Metallic Encore Pad; 
Accessories:  #109129  Gold Embossing Powder;  #132150 Frosted Finishes Embellishments; 
#104430 Dimensionals;  #104294 Sticky Strip;  #132135 Cherry Cobbler 1" Stitched Edge 
Grosgrain Ribbon; 
LED Candles:  On sale at Costco   They come four to a package. 
 
1.  Put the batteries into the candle to make sure that they work. 
2.  I placed my Sticky Strip 3 1/2" UP from the bottom of the candle.  Use the grid 
      paper to measure. 
3.  Put a piece of Sticky Strip all the way around the candle. 
4.  Cut a 9 3/4" piece of the Cherry Cobbler Grosgrain ribbon over the Sticky Strip.      
2.  Ink the poinsettia in the Metallic Gold Pad and stamp it onto Cherry Cobbler 
      card stock.   You will need two embossed poinsettias. 
3.  Cut out one full poinsettia. 
4.  Cut out a smaller version of the flower. 
5.  Add each of the flowers to each other & to the ribbon with dimensionals.   
6.  Ink leaf in the Metallic Gold pad and stamp it onto Garden Green card stock. 
7.  Stamp three leaves.  Cut out each leaf and add each one to the flowers 
      with Sticky Strip. Put Sticky Strip on the FRONT of one leaf and on the BACK 
     of the other two leaves. Add them into the flowers.  I stuck two leaves  
     directly onto the candle.  The leaf with SS on the front, I stuck to back of the flower. 
8. OPT:  You can add the Frosted Embellishment to the center of the candle as is or  you can      
push the Frosted Finishes Embellishments into the gold Encore metallic pad. 
9.  Add the gold embossing powder and heat. 
10.  Be very careful to not touch the top of the embossed Embellishment.   
     It needs to dry.  Pick it up out of the embossing powder with tweezers. 
11.  Once the embellishment is dry, add it to the center of the poinsettia with Glue Dots. 

       



 
 


